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Abstract

cal character recognition (OCR), document reflowing, and
layout-based document retrieval.
Layout analysis is the process of identifying layout structures by analyzing page images. The process is generally
subdivided into several sequential stages. Each of them
considering the output result of the previous one. In particular, two key steps are considered: the physical structure
extraction (or segmentation) which consists in segmenting
the document into pages, blocks, lines, words and the logical structure extraction (or labeling) which groups these differents segments to form logical units which are assigned
meaningful labels.
The majority of the state-of-the-art methods in the litterature deals with machine-printed documents [13], [14]
and are based on rules. These methods allow to obtain sequentially the physical and logical structures [5]. Few methods are really dedicated to unconstrained handwritten documents because of the variability of such documents: skew
lines, slant words, gaps between words or lines. Due to this
variability the analysis of the structures is very difficult. As
a consequence, the existing methods are often based on statistical approaches as [9] and [12]. Moreover, it appears
that it is better to extract simultaneously the physical and
logical layout structures rather than sequentially as they are
particularly linked in this kind of documents [13].
This article focuses on unconstrained handwritten letters
such as those sent by individuals to companies or administrations. Our aim here is to extract relevant information
such as date, place, sender details which are useful for an
automatic processing of these letters [3] (see Figure 1). To
achieve this task, we have chosen a statistical approach.

The paper describes a new approach using a Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) to extract physical and logical layouts in unconstrained handwritten letters such as those sent
by individuals to companies. In this approach, the extraction of the layouts is considered as a labeling task consisting in assigning a label to each pixel of the document image.
This label is chosen among a set of labels depicting the layout elements. The CRF-based method models two stochastic processes : the first one corresponds to the association
between pixels and labels, the second one to the relationship of one label with respect to its neighboring labels. The
CRF model gives access to the global conditional probability of a given labeling of the image according to image features and some prior knowledge about the structure of the
document. This global probability is computed by means
of local conditional probabilities at each pixel. To find the
best label field, a key point of our model is the implementation of the optimal inference 2D Dynamic Programming
method. Experiments have been performed on 1250 handwritten letters of the RIMES database. Good results have
been reported showing the capacity of our approach to extract simultaneously the physical and logical layouts.

1. Introduction
Document layout analysis is a key concept in document
processing [14] and a crucial step in many applications related to document images, like text extraction using opti978-0-7695-3725-2/09 $25.00 © 2009 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/ICDAR.2009.132
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2. Conditional Random Field model

The layout extraction is then viewed as a labeling problem
whose goal is to classify each pixel of the image into one of
a set of predefined labels. Among existing statistical methods, we have chosen a Markovian discriminant approach
based on CRF models which are known to be more suitable
to this kind of labelling problem than generative models like
MRFs (Markov Random Fields) [4], [6] and [12]. CRFs
possessed advantage do not make any assumption about the
image data, they do not require a large amount of labeled
data for the estimation of their parameters and can more
easily integrate different levels of contextual information
(global and local). Moreover, an other advantage of CRFs
is the possibility to use a large number of various input features without changing the structure of the model.

In a CRF approach, the document layout is supposed to
be produced by a hidden state field noted Y taken values in
a finite set of labels L (see Figure 1). The configuration of
these labels depicts the document layout. According to this
CRF formalism, we assume that the state field is Markovian what means that each state depends only on the states
belonging to its neighbouring. Labels of these underlying
states are estimated from observations which are extracted
on the entire image X contrary to MRF models. In this
kind of approach, the image is segmented in n × m patches
forming a rectangular grid G. Each patch is associated with
a state yj allowing to affect a label to the pixels in this patch.
The pair (X, Y ) thus defined corresponds to a CRF model
as proposed in [7].
In the CRF approach, the conditional probability of a
configuration y of the state field Y given a set of observations x is directly accessed. To obtain the optimal layout Ŷ ,
we just have to calculate the configuration of states y among
Y configurations that maximizes this conditional probability:
Ŷ = arg max P (Y = y|X = x)

(1)

y∈Y

Figure 1. Example of a letter (left) with its
layout (right). The letter is segmented into
blocks : B: Background, SD: Sender Details,
DP: Date Place, AD: Addressee Details, Ob:
Object, Op: Open, BT: Body Text, S: Signature. [3]

In these CRF models, the conditional probability of Y
given the input image X can be decomposed in two potential functions as proposed in [6]:
P (Y = y|X = x) =


n×m
X
1 Y 
exp(A(j, yj , x) +
I(j, k, yj , yk , x)
Z j=1

(2)

j,k∈E

In this paper, we consider low level features. We combine features on the physical and logical structures of the
document respectively textural information and spatial position information. We show how it is possible to consider
higher level features based on textual information to increase the knowledge of our system. The proposed method
combines these features with Markovian contextual information by using SVM classifiers hence giving access to the
conditional probabilty of a label given these features. To obtain the optimal configuration of labels given observations,
we propose to use the optimal 2D Dynamic Programming
method proposed by [2]. We have tested our model on 1250
handwritten letters belonging to the RIMES database and
we have obtained good performance compared to the systems evaluated during the second RIMES campaign.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed CRF model. Experiments and results are described in section 3 followed by a discussion
about the future works we propose to improve the performances of our system.

where Z is a normalization factor that sums this product
on all labels, E the set of edges that show the dependence
between the different states and k the index of the different
states located in the neighbourhood of the state yj .
A is called the association potential linking the observed
data to states and I is the interaction potential, which gives
the neighbour/contextual dependencies by associating
pair wise the interaction of the neighboring labels to the
observed data.
These potential functions can be calculated as a sum of
feature functions fc weighted by a parameter θc :
A(j, yj , x; θA ) =

X

A
(fcA (j, yj , x)θcj
)

c
I

I(j, k, yj , yk , x; θ ) =

X
I
(fcI (j, k, yj , yk , x)θcjk
) (3)
c
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We have chosen to use discriminant classifiers to estimate these potential functions as proposed in [4] and in [12].
Among existing classifiers, we have chosen SVM classifiers
(Support Vector Machine) as they are known to have good
generalization properties compared to conventional classifiers [10]. Moreover the association SVM/CRF is highly efficient as it benefits from maximum-margin nature of SVMs
and also from the ability of CRFs to model correlations between neighboring output labels. These SVM classifiers allow us to obtain an estimation of the posterior probabilities
of the labels according to the features F (x, y) discussed in
section 2.1 and 2.2. We can rewrite the global conditional
probability as follows:


n×m
Y
X
1
exp(
θl Pl (yj |F (y, x, j)))
P (Y |X) =
Z j

the model. It has been chosen empirically. To define these
states, we have decided to extract textural information describing the physical layout and spatial position information
describing the logical layout:
• the normalized x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the
center of the patch in the image [9].
• the mean grey level of three windows centered on the
considered patch. Corresponding in size to one patch,
five patches and nine patches giving a multiscale representation of the grey level (see Figure 3).

l∈{A,I}

(4)
So the CRF is built from two models: an association
model and an interraction model. In our approach, we have
decided to use a linear combination to link these models as
proposed in [12]. Figure 2 presents our CRF model.
Figure 3. Multi scale analysis.

2.2. Interaction model
The interaction model allows us to regularize the association probability by taking into account the neighbouring
labels (Markov dependence). We have decided to consider
two levels of neighbourhood called respectively ”contextual
level” and ”global level”, as proposed in [12] (see Figure 2):
• The contextual model use near neighbours noted Yc to
regularize the association model. For each state, we
take as features the probabilities obtained in output of
the local SVM. We take into account a neighbourhood
of 4 states for ”computional reasons”. So we obtain a
contextual probability: PC (yj |X, Yc )

Figure 2. Description of our model.
For the experiments, the LIBSVM package was employed [1]. It offers an efficient multi-class support using
internally a one-against-one approach. In order to choose
SVMs parameters, we run a cross-validation on a data set
independent from the training and testing sets.

• The global model allows us to consider a larger neighbourhood noted Yg . For each state, we take as features
the probabilities of occurence of each label in a window centered around the considered state. So we obtain a probability: PG (yj |X, Yg )

2.1. Association Model

2.3. Inference

The association model allows us to estimate the probability PL (yj |X) of a state yj given a set of continuous features
extracted from the image. As said previously, the image
is segmented in patches and each state is associated with
a patch. All pixels of a patch will be associated with the
label li of this patch. The size of these patches is an important parameter which is directly related to the accuracy of

These different levels described by PL , PC and PG are
linearly combined in order to obtain the conditional probability P (yj |X, Yc , Yg ) for each state. To determine the
optimal configuration of states corresponding to the document layout, the two-dimensional dynamic programming
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algorithm is used. This inference algorithm [2] has the advantage to be optimal compared to classical inference algorithm like ICM (Iterated Conditional Modes) [12] or descent algorithm. It consists in merging region of states in order to obtain one region whose configuration of labels gives
the layout document. Each region R is attached to a list of
possible configurations associated to a corresponding conditional probability P (yj |X, Yc , Yg , yk = li ). The merging process produces a new region R which is attached to a
new list of configurations associated to a conditional probability P (R = c|X)c∈C (where C are the set of the possible configurations for the region R) product of the conditional probability of both regions. In our model, to take
into account the different state configurations at each step of
the 2D dynamic programming, each conditional probabilty
P (yj |X, Yc , Yg ) is weighted by the conditional probability
given a particular configuration of its neihgbours. It results
a new probability: P (yj |X, Yc , Yg , yk = li ) for each state.

Table 1. Results obtained on the RIMES
database
Err (%)

lab1
8,53

lab2
8,97

lab3
12,62

Our model
11,55

can be explained by the addition in lab1 solution of a postprocessing based on rules to correct errors generated by its
proposed MRF solution. Concerning lab2, its solution gives
good results but as we said before, the use of rules is a too
rigid solution, not easily adaptable to other kinds of documents. Besides, the analysis of errors obtained by this
method show high error rate on some images whose layout
are not classical and so do not correspond to the predefined
grammar rules.
The results obtained by our method (see Figure 4) can
be compared to those obtained by lab3 as we use the same
kind of layout features. The difference of results can be explained by the use of different contextual information and
the 2D programming inferring method. To improve the performance of our model, we propose to take into account
high level features as we will see in next section.

3. Experiments
We have tested our model on the database of the second RIMES evaluation campaign composed of 1250 letters
(1050 for the learning database, 100 letters for the validation database and 100 for the test database). Each letter
has been scanned in 300 dpi which corresponds approximatively to a size of 2500x3500 pixels. The size of each
patch has been chosen empirically equal to 65x65 pixels
which corresponds to a good trade-off between computational complexity and accuracy.
To compare the layout extraction results obtained by automatic systems to ground-truths, we use the metric proposed by the RIMES evaluation based on grey level [3]. It
consists in comparing labels of each pixel in both hypothesis and ground-truth. This metric called Err corresponds
to pixel error rate defined by the sum of grey levels of miss
classified pixels normalized by the sum of grey levels of all
pixels. The results presented in table 1 show the error rates
obtained by 3 systems during the second RIMES campaign
and by our system. The three systems which have been presented to the second RIMES evaluation campaign are:

Figure 4. Ground truth (left) and Layout extraction (right).

• MRF approach with low level features and post processing [9] (lab1).

4. Error analysis and discussion on future
works

• DMOS system (Description and Modification of Segmentation), grammar based method [8] (lab2).
• MRF approach with low level features [11] (lab3).

By analysing the different errors generated by our algorithm, the chosen features based on spatial and textural information appear to be not enough discriminant to separate
close blocks (see Figure 5). Table 2 gives the confusion matrix for the different labels. Most of the confusions are done

Lab 1 and lab3 proposed a statistical approach based on
MRF whereas lab2 proposed a system based on rules. The
difference between performance obtained by lab 1 and lab3
856

on the labels Object (Ob), Opening (Op), Signature (S) and
Date-place (DP) which correspond to blocks difficult to delimitate (All these confusion are in bold in the Table 2). For
example, there is often no blank space between the ”opening” block (Op) and the ”text body” block (BT).

first experiments on the RIMES database ehibit good results
even with few features. Some confusions appear in regions
where the low level features are not sufficient. One solution to improve these results may be to take into account
textual information. These information can be easily incorporated in our model, so we will consider this solution in
future works.

Table 2. Label confusion matrix
B
SD
AD
Ob
Op
S
BT
DP

B
86,0
8,2
10
16,8
13,7
7,2
3,8
8,5

SD
1,3
84,8
1,8
11,2
0,9
0,0
0,0
2,6

AD
1,9
1,5
79,1
12,7
7,8
0,0
1,2
24,6

Ob
0,5
3,7
2,5
37,1
7,7
0,0
0,5
5,7

Op
0,5
0,3
0,2
13,3
40,6
0,0
0,9
2,5

S
1,6
0,0
0,8
0,0
0,0
55,6
0,1
1,7

BT
7,8
0,6
1,9
2,6
27,8
37,2
93,2
7,7

DP
0,4
0,9
3,3
6,3
1,4
0,0
0,2
46,8
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To improve the knowledge of our model, we propose
to add high level features based on textual content as proposed in [5]. The proposed idea consists in detecting some
key words to improve the letter segmentation. For example, in figure 5, we can notice some confusions between the
block ”Date, Place” (DP) and the block ”Addressee Details”
(AD). The detection of the word ”Novembre” (November)
referring to the block ”Date,Place” would allow us to correct some label errors.

Figure 5. Zoom on an error. (top: model result ; bottom: ground-truth)

5. Summary and Conclusion
A Conditional Random Field model for layout extraction in unconstrained handwritten letters has been proposed
and discussed in this paper. This approach show that if we
have ground-truths, it is possible to learn and extract any
document layout. So it is easly to extend this model to another document changing the features. In this approach, we
have used simple low level features: multiscale textural information and position information. An advantage of this
approach is to be able to combine features of different nature that describe physical and logical layout structure. The
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